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1. Theoretical Base
	The Goals of Culture Education

      1) To understand the culture of target language.
      2) To find our own culture and introduce it to the foreigners.
	Two Important Advantages of the Group Work or Project activity

      1) Ss can practice four language skills integrately.
      2)The whole class can be active and Ss-oriented, not passive and teacher-oriented.

2. Preceding learning & Aims
Level : 1st grade in high school
Textbook : "Lesson 7. Festivals of the World" High School English published by Doosan
Aims
     The students will be able to 
     1) understand the uniqueness of our culture by understanding the culture in other countries.
     2) make a speech about festivals in our community, and answer the questions about what           other groups give. 

3. Warm up : Intro - Reviewing activity
   Pop Quiz using photos on the web
    1) What countries celebrate Children's Day?
    2) Does Japan have a separate girl's Day?
    3) When did the Hanukkah begin?
    4) What do Chinese people eat on Moon's Festival Day?

   
4. Main activity
Group project work for 2-week
Topic : Festivals in your district / Domestic festivals
Content 1) General knowledge of the festival ( theme, hosts ...)
             2) Explanation of the origin / Events or programs
             3) The reason for popularity
             4) Effects of the festival on the local community(cultural, economical)
             5) Anything important or interesting about the festival

	In their report, followings should be included

             1) Role of each member, the procedure of processing the project
             2) A couple of questions for checking up listeners' comprehension.
             
	Oral speech within maximum 5 min', based on the written report 

After delivering a speech, the speaker ask questions about his/her own speech, and             whoever answer the question can get an extra point to their group grade
   
5. Assessment (Peer / Teacher)
The assessments (not only by a teacher but also students)
   1) The specific lists to assess in advance.
   2) The sheets for peer-evaluation.

	The total evaluation 

   1) 50 % of teacher- evaluation 
   2) 50 % of peer-evaluation 
   3) extra percentages of each group's comprehension quiz points.
 
	The simple oral feedbacks to each group.



6. Wrap up  :  General Feedback & follow up activity
The teacher give short feedback to whole students.

	Follow-up activity:

    1) Students put their presentation on school homepage.
    2) Students have to read other groups' project on school homepage. 
       After reading, they evaluate each project.
    3) After finishing evaluation, students choose the two best projects and they will be on school newspaper.



